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INTROIDU CTION

Since the inception of the airborne unit, one of

the most challenging and intractable of problems has

been the difficulty encountered by the airborne unit

commander in rte.,gaining control of his unit following

a parachute landing. In the landing of an airborne

regiment by parachute the unavoidable dispersion of

personnel over the drop zone- and the initial loss of

tactical unity in loading, are in themselves formidable

obstacles to reorganization. In addition the actual or

potential uncertainties produced by unfamiliar terrain,

unfavorable weather, and the circnrnstances of enemy re-

action, increase this problem. The airborne commander

-must orginiate and employ a workable plan for reorgani-

zation if he is to regain control of his unit in time

to accom plish his mission.



CHAPTER 1

FACTORS AFFE rJCTING REORGANIZAT-ION

SECTION 1

PATHFINDERS

Reorganization is immeasurably influenced by the a-

bility of the Air Force to locate the proper drop zone

and to drop the airborne troops, and their equipment,

wi*thin the smallest area possible. To assist the air

crews in th-e elimination of flight error the airborne

commnander has availalble-organic pathfinder personnel.

These specialists are formed into four pathfinder sec-

tions of one off icer and thirteen enlisted men, a p,,art

of the Airborne Division Hieadquarters Companyi(l) Un-

fortunately the 'inclusion of organic pathfinder sections

in tables of organization diLd not come about during Wor-

ld War II, consequently each airbor-ne regiment equi-pped

and maintained its owvn -Pathfinder teams. Of interest in

the -study of pathfinder development is the comoosition

and i nitial employment of the first of these groups.



ance, utilizing available aids, which would provide

the trooo carrier formati"ons additi-onal me,(ans to ac-

curately locate the desired 'drop zones.0 As a result

of the conference there was born at Agrigento, Sici'ly,

on September 71, 1943, the first provi~sional pathfinder

group of the 82nd Airborne Division, under the dir'ection

of Lt. Col. Charles Billingslea. The group consisted of

three officers and eighteen enlisted men, and was equip-

ped with- two portable radar sets (the "Eure'ka 1 , forerun-

ner of the current AN/.PPN-12), flashlights, and panels.

After training with their oppOosite troop carrier num-

bers for one week the team was employed at the Salerno

beachhe.:ad. Here they successfully guided the aircraft

of the 52nd Troop Carrier Wing to a drop zone in the

vicinity of Paestum, Italy,, on the nights of the 13th

and 14th of September,. 1943, Permitting the troops of

the 505th and 504th Parachute Combat. Teamrs to land with-

out incident. (I)

Since both the Sicilian and Italian landings were

made at n-ight from aircraft flown byv the same troop car-

rier units, ant* interesting comparison may be made which

forcefully illustrates- the importance of the pathfinder.



In the operation in Sicily the 505th Parachut6' Combat

Team was widely dispersed in laniding - over anc. area

sixty-five miles in length.(l) Reorganization was not

completed until DY 3.() heimediate result of this

inei.fficacious commitment was that only one of the mis-

sions assigned to the combat team was accomplished 3~

and the reorganization of the Division seriously impair-

ed.w (2) No pathfinders were available for this mission.

In the landings at Salerno however "The Bn., jump patterns

were extremely small and(.) all personnel and equip-

ment were assembled in a remarkably short period of time

(No Bn. taking more than 60 minutes to assemble).rf(4)

The successful employment of this embryonic Path-

finder team was a decided step forward in assuring the

safe arrival of the bulk of the airborne forces on the

selected drop zone. The coordination of employment and

traihing of pathfinder personnel continued and a joint

Air Force/Airborne Pathfinderl School was estabolished at

Northwitham, Eng1and, in the spring of 1944., Pathfinder

(l)After Action Report, Sicily, 92nd Airborne Division

P.6 6

(2) Ibid. *1



teams were used thereafter in every Allied airborne oper-

ation in the Mediterranean and European Theaters.

In an airborne operation the mission of the path-

finder team is:

1. To establish navigational aids for troop

.carrier aircraft to insure accurate delivery of

the airborn& forces, and

2. To assist with the ground assembly of the

troops after landingr.l

Landing from Pathfinder aircraft from fifteen minutes

to one hour preceeding the main troop carrier formations,

the teams direct the aircraft by means of radio and ra-

dar aids until they are wvithin sight of the drop zone.

Then through visual orientation by additional aids the

exact Point at which the Parachute or glider load"s are

to be dropped is indicated.

Radio and radar aids currently employed by pathfinder

teams include the radio comrpass beacon (AN/CRN1-4), the

"Eureka" portable radar set (AN/FIN-?), and a Portable,
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used by pathfinder te-ams to mark drop and landing zones

usually consist of" panels (AP-50), smoke (grenade, hand,

HO,9 MB), pt yrotechnics (flares), and lights (infrared,

flashlights, and fixed and r6tating beacons). (l)

The manner of marking drop and landing zones has been

standardized through coordination between troop carrier

and airborne commanders and consists of the letter "P".

formed with panels by day. and lights by night. In close

proximity -to the "T" the radio compass beacon and the

"Eureka" are employed for both day and nigrht landings

with such additional visual aids as may be deemed -neces-

sary. (Figs. I and 2)(2)

SECTION II

FOIRMAT IONS AND PATTERNS

The dispersion of landing troops, and the resultant

ease or difficulty of reorgan-ization, is influenced by

the type of aircraft formati-on emrployed, the%.k speed and al-

titude of the aircraft at the time of drop, and the manner

of exit of the parachutists from the aircraft. The most

flexible formation employed by the troop. carriers is the

(l)Tactics and Techniqeof.-Pathf inder T-roops, The In-
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three ship element, of "V,6 (Fig. s) All formations now

prescribed for airborne operations are composed of various

arrangements of the IV" element, the maximum number

normally employed being tnree, arranged in a "IVI of

"V's". (Fig. 4).

As the height above the ground at the point of

release becomes greater so does the dispersion of the

parachutists increase. This is also true as the spe-

ed of the aircraft is advanced. Normally training drops

are not Permitted. below an altitude of 1000 feet above

the terrain, while in actual combat operations jump al-

titudes vary between 400 and 6E.00 feet. In both train-

ing and combat drop exercises aircraft indicated speed

(air speed) is not permitted to fall below 100 mph nor

exceed 120 mph during the exit of the parachutists. In

addition unskilled or poorly trained jumpers-will exit

more slowly than well-trained, experienced troopers,

proportionately exte,_ nding the length of their ground

-pattern.

Ground patterns of parachu te landings are oval in

shape and are often so 'indicated when required on maps

or in orders. Normally the average airborne battalion,

cariedinfro-tent-tw t -twn-se v ,% 0veaicft, o P 'fP



250 yards

Figure 5 'IFormation

1000 yards

Figure 4 "VV" of I's" Formation
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yad-I'de by fi*f teen hundred yards long.' The commit-

ment of an airborne regiment by parachute, usually

accomplished by landings in three s(e2parate battalion.

zons, ill require a minimum area fifteen hundred

yards wide by five thousand yards long. The separte

battalion drop areas may be adjacent -with demarkation

achieved by time intervals in the flight plan or by

variations from the pooint of drop indicated by the

pathf inder teams. In other instances they may be in

widely separated zones to faci-litate the seizure of

objectives.

SECT-ION III

RiEORGANIZATION AIDS

Unless an airborne commrander employs effective re-

organization aid~s to facilitate assembly 'he may not hope

to achieve an efficient reorganization without more than

a gentle assist by the elusive blessing of coincidence.,

These aids may be classified as natural or mechanical

devices wvhi'ch enable the leaders of all echelons to re-

gain control of their units by effectinthrraire

organization.

Natural aids are usually major terrain features



woods, deep ravines, are examples. Man-made objects

may be utilized but care must be taken in the selection

of a building, road junction, or the like, to prevent

confusion by similar objects. The most important fac-

tor in the employment of a natural terrain feature as

an aid to reorgaiaini h hrugh briefing of all

personnel in its recognizable characteri.,'stics and the con-

forymation of the terrain surrounding it. In selecting a

natural aid the time of day that it will be- used must be

considered. During a reorganization at night t he terrain

feature or object selected must be somewhat higher than

the area surrounding it (on the skyline) to insure ra-pid

recognition. In addition it should be as free of vege-

tation as possible so that movement to and from it will

be relatively unimpeded and noiseless. On the other hand

a natural aid selected for an operation in daylight should

afford cover and concealment and must not be on the sky-

line. By utilizing the terrain feature as a reference

point from which landing units locate their assembly

areas through' distance and direction, any number of -para-

chute units may usle the single feature without the con-

fusion which would resu.;lt from the convergence of all re-



is attracted to a desired point by means of sight or

sound. Although adaptable to both day and night re-

organization mechanical aids are most useful in as-

sisting assembly during darkness. Usually in a discus-

siOn of the use of mnechani~cal aids the question arises

of whether the time gained in assembly through their

use justifies the possible disclosure of the position

of the landing unit. Major General James i. Gavin in

his recent book "Airborne Warfare",. presents an in-

teresting conclusion in speaking of the Sici1lian op-

erat ion:

"A night parachute operation had never be-
fore been attempted by any army so organi-
zation and training for it offered' many new
problems. The many intangible and indef in-
able difficulties, of fighting at night in
hostile territory when every object appears
to be and often is thle foe, all had. to be
overcome. Rapid assembly and reorganiza-
tion of the troops appeared to be the great-
est. -Lacking combat exper-ience, it was dif-
ficult to determine jtust how muach security
to sacrifice for speed. The actual comibat
proved that assembly and reorganization were
conducted too cautiously. Many visual ai S
could nave been used to great advantage." (1)

Mechanical aids are readily separated into two

grou-ps, visual and auditory. To understand the advant-

ages, disadvantages, and capabilities of the more common

1.i



of each of these let us briefly inspect then.

Visual Aids

P anel s

Panels are easily transported, cannot be seen from'

a great distance, and aret-useful only in daylig;;ht. To

be most effective they must be elevated at least twenty-

five feet above the ground and different colors or com-"

binat-ions 'of colors must be employed for each using unit.

Smoke

Smoke presents no transportation -problem and can be

seen from a considerable distance under normal conditions.

When used -in conjunction with -panels anctD_ effective com-

bintio i acievd.I ts usefulness is limited to day-

light operations and i1ts effectiveness reduced by adverse

atm,-ospheric conditions.

A light that can be observed by properly equipoped

friendly troops but is invisible to the enemy is an ex-

tremely effecti1ve aid. Such a device is ava-ilable to

airborne commanders in the Airborne Beacon, M-1I, which

consists of an infrared beacon qn a twenty-five foot tele-.

scoping pole, powered by 'a wet battery. The beacon may

be crrie, ercte, an opeatedby ne mn. I 1ma b



ing device such as the sniperacope or metascope. It

is visible up to three miles and is usually employed

in battalion reorganizat ion. In addition to the bea-

con, an infrared originating instrument is available

for the use of the small unit leader. This device,

Flashlight Adaoter, M-3S4, employs the issue flashlight

as a-power source and provides the squad or platoon

leader ith an infrared beacon which is visible up to

five hundred yards. The fnlashlightmyas eue

as an aid to assembly when the infrared~attachment is

not available, by stretchi_1ng a colored 'balloon or piece

of cellophane over th)e lens.

ffrotechnics

Effective use has been made of flares -in regain-

inig control of units of battaldion size. During the

airborne landings in Normandy on the night of the -5th

of June, 1944, the reorganization of the 2nd Battalion,

505th Parachute Infantry, would have been disastrously

delayed had no t the commander, all other mechanical aids

having failed, saturated the sky with flares of prear-s

ranged color. As a direct result of this action he had

regained control ofr over seventy-five percent of h-is unit



using pyrotechnics care must be exercised to insure

that the flare when discharged rises vertically. Flares

viewed at an angle to the perpendicular deceive obser-

vers as to 'the point of discharge.

AUD-'ITORY AIDS

Noise Makers

The many auditory aids which are used to facilitate

squad, platoon, and company reorganization are limited

only by the materials at hand and the imagi nation of

the comtmander. Bells of the cowbell and buzzer types,

horns of the New Year's-Eve variety, the issulez.bugle,

tin crick ets of the sort used by children on hallowe'en,

regulation and improvised whistles, gas warning rachets,

animal calls, and many others have been used in combat

operations offering results as varied as the types em-

ployed. In general all of the above are affected by

wind and atmospheric conditions and cause some confu-

sion when used in quqntit-y. None can be depended upon

to be effective at distances greater than _three hundred

yards. However they are inexpensive and easily pro-

cured or improvised, transportable, and require no par-

ticular skill to operate. To minimize possibilities of



R adio0

The organic radio equipment of a unit, even without

special attachments, may be utilized as an aid in reor-

ganization. By empoloying the command radio nets to con-

tact unit leaders and commanders immediately after land-

ing, status and location reports-can be received, and

units may be moved toward reorganization areas, Missions

of opportunity, or d-irectly from the drop zone to their

assigned object-ives.e

A more elaborate radio aid. combination is found in

the Radio Transmitter A1/GRN-12 and the Homing MVodifi-

cation K-it-, MG-619. The transmitter iLs a small, compact

unit particularly adaptable in the reorganization of unit.

of battalion size since it is capable of automatically

transmitting a coded signal of one minute duration on

each of four different frequencies. The kit, MGVI-619,

provides a loop antenna which is substituted for the

telescoping antenna on the SCRL-536. ThisNpermits the

operator to home (locate as to direction) the signal e-

mitted by the Al/AlN-I? or any other -presently author-

ized ground force radio transmitting on the frequency

to wihich his radio is tuned.' The AN/ORN-l2 is trans-



SECTION IV

IDENTIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT

No plan for reorganization may be considered. corn-

prehensive unless unit equipment can be identified and

recovered without unnecessary delay and confusion. There-

fore airborne commanders must provide a standard method

of marking equipment contaiixerss._ so they may be readily

identified as to content and unit.

Current equipment marking plans employed by air-

borne units are 'based upon the designation of the general

type of equipment by canopy color, the desi"gnation of the

uit to whi ch the container belongs by a color and alphar

betical code, and a detailed description of the contents

by a numerical cod@,. Color, letter, and num'e.riLcal codes

are painted on the exterior of the containers.s

A detailed plan for the identification of the equip-

-ment of an airborne division is contained in Appendix I.



CHAPTER 2

REORGANIZATION OF PARACHUTE UNITS

"mall unit tactics i'n' airborne organiza-
tions differ very littlie from those of any
other ground unit. One difference -- the
first problem to be solved upon landing--
is that of reorganization and initiat-ion of
comrbat. All1 airborne units have their SOP's
for tulis. They are based upon the principle
of using every assembly aid permissible with-
out enemy interception and int'erferenhce be-
tvveen friendly units. Recognizable terrain
features, flares, infrared signals, smoke,
asseml-bly lighits, and radio, di1rectional or
otherwise, allplyaar in accopihn
the assembly.,'()

A plan for the organization of an airborne unit after

a landing by parachute must be as simple as possible and

adaptable to either a day or night operation.,Since the

constervation of time is always -important in an airborne

operation all prossible means, commnmsurate with the tac-

tical situtation must be used to assist the troo-ps in re-

organizing as quickly as possible. Confusion will result

if the reorgani zation has not been ca refully planned and

thoroughly rehearsed before the operation. The minutely

detailed polans and continuous reheafsals in which the

I



-practiLced again and again. Joint training exercises

were conducted with the troop carrier units destined

to carry the parachutists into battle.(l) When, in

the actual drop, the parachute elements found their

reorganization impeded by dispoersed landings and assem-

bl-y proportionately slow, th-Is was not_ a failure nor an

indictment of, their training principles. Rather the

m-e:,asure of control achieved and the accomplishment of

all missions clearly establ-ished the worth of a sound

reorganization plan.

SECTION I

PRINCIPLES OF REORGANIZATION

In any reorganizatio lan the sequence of assem-

bly is:

Check of personnel

Recovery of equipment

Orientation

Movement to reorganization or objectiv ae

All~~~~~~~~~~~~4 ofteaoemy1eednguo -h iutob

p1 045
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trol. This procedure consists of the jurpmaster and

last member of the stick moving along the line of drop

until each member of the gr- oup is accounted for.

Generally reorganization will be accomplishe'd at the

level of thle highest unit dropping on a -particular drop

zone. For examaple, in the case of a platoon drop on a

separate zone, the landing sticks would not attempt to

sort out and reorganize into squads before moving to the

designated assembly area, but wvould-, after rolling up the

individual sticks and recovering equi-pment, proceed dir-

ectly to the platoon reorganizati:on point where the tac-

tical resortingr would be accomplished. Again, should a

battalion utiIizea sltd rpznsticks would be

roled pequipment would be recovered,anpesnl

would move under stick commanders to the battalion assex&
bly rea.Normally the largest unit to which this applies

is the battalion, since -it is rare that a regniment or

largyer unit is landed together on one drop zone.

L - -



areas, and a control groupo from. the directing hec.ad -

quarters to mark the reference point and assist in the

orientation of the landing troops.

This plan is adaptable to day or night assembly,

and is not effected'by circumstances of weather nor the

inability of the del-ivering agency to locate the -proper

drop area.

The Plan

1. From any given point (terrain feature, radio

homing transmitter, infrared beacon,. etc. subordinate

assembly areas will be located aus follows:

Headquarters, organic supporting and attached

troops "West

1st tactical unit North

2nd tactical unit East

3rd tactical unit South

Distances of asse-mbly areas from the reference point will

vary dependent upon the terrain and tactical situation

willbe dsigatedby he cmmaner or ech peraion



(3) 2nd tactical unit - White

(4) 3rd tactical unit - Blue or Green

(5) Ref erence point - One Blue and one Red

b. The Airborne Beacon, 1Ni-I (infrared) will

always designate the reference point in addition to the

aids indicated above.

c. The Homing Device, transmnitter AN/CRN-12,

will be employed to indicate a battalion reorganization

area. Code letters for battali-o-n-s will be designated in

regimental orderAs.

d. Two or more control groups, obtained from

headquarters personnel and commanded by unit staff officers,

will move to the reference point immediately upon landing.

They will erect the infrared beacon, such other aids as

have been selected, and will direct displaced individuals

to proper areas.

e. In the event that the carrying aircraft do

no locate the assigned drop zone and the landing is

made in another area, the center of the landing pattern



willI include status of p'ersonnel and locati"on., A sec-

ond report one.3 hour after lending will be made if nec-

essary. A re4port will also be made when reorganization

is comyplete.p

g. Unit supply recovery groups will operate

initially under thne direction of the battalion supoly

officers. Con-trol by regimental and higher supply of-

ficers1wil be exercised after reorganization has been

c omple t ed.'

T hi*s then is the scheme. To more easily'vi"sualize

the operation of the suggested plan, let us follow the

fortnesof he nd n.,000th Airborne Regiment in an

imaginary airborne operation:

OPIERAT I 0i PARAGON

tt. Gol. Jumper, coimmanding the 2nd Battalion, has

been directed to si eze an important bridge site, a por-

tion of his regimtent's iIssion, in a night parachute

operation deep in the enemy's rear. He has recommended

that his battalion (reinforced) l-and on the far side of

the river and separated from the landing area of the re-

mainder of the regiment. This recommenda tion was apo-



engraged in an extensive period of briefing and rehearsal

employing the -Division SOPE. Two control groups were

formed,, one com,-manded by the Battalion Executive Officer

and the other by the Battalion S-I. Each group consisted

of three NCO0's and five enlisted men and each was equip-

ped with an AN/CHN-l2 transmitter and an Airborne Beacon,

M-l, in additi-on to the necessary lights and flares.L t.

Col. Jumper directed that company reorganization areas,

be located 300 yards from the reference. point. No aids

other than those prescribed 'by the Division SO? were

used by subordinate units and in addition only the con-

trol grroup,.s were permitted to use flares. The reference

point was designated' as the center of the drop zone since

no usable terrain feature was available.

The Battalion dropped at H-hour from twenty-seven

0-82 aircraft flying in a 11V of "V's" formation, twenty-

five sticks landing, as polanned. One stick containing

the Bn. Ex. Officer and one control group was lost in

flight due to enemy action, and one stick was landed

elsewhere. Dispersion was normal, the battalion r at-

tern covering an area 1200 yards by 1500 yards. I mrne d i-

atoly upon landing the Battalion S-1 and his control



the command net with his'SCRh-536 the S-I learned that

the commander of Company E could not contact his 1st

Platoon.* On the chance that they had landed nearby,

the 3-1 fired- several flares of identifying color into

the air to assist the platoon in locating the battalion

area.

The unfortunate 1st Pl-atoon was dropped some two

miles away from the battalion, and, after rolling up

his stick the Lieuteanant Platoon Leader established all-

around security and attempted to contact h-is unit through

the SCR-536 command net. Failing in this he directed

his -stick to be Particularly watchful for flares and

sent his two metascope equipped men to the highest

point of vantage. Several minutes later his observers

reported several white flares to the East and the Leader

moved his stick Without delay in that direction. After

a move of about a mile the metascope. operators detected

the infrared beacon and at the same time the Platoon

Loader contacted his Company Commander by radio through



Comypany F was moving at once to 'the bridge. The Com-

mander of Company E, having oriented-his Prodigal 1st

Platoon, halted them in their movement toward the area

and directed that they establish an outpost and road-

block in their present location.

Having compDleted his mission, the Battalion 3-1

and his control groupD discontinued the operation of the

a idsand rejoined the headquarters unit.



CONCOLUS ION

Combat and training operations have demonstrated

again and again that the success of any airborne op-

eration is dependent up.-on thie efficient reorganizati'on

of thedl troopos after landing. The rs.oidity with wv~hich

the airborne comrmander reg-ains control of his unit

will determine -then extent of initial success he will

achieve.



APPENDIX I

IDENTIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT

General identification:

R~ed Canopy - Ammnunition

W4hite Canopy- Medical Supplies

Yelovanpy-Comrmuni cation Ecquipmont

Blue Canopy- Org-anic Equipment (other than com-

munication or meal-,.1ca-l)

Green Cano-py -Rations

Unit identification:

Battalion identi-fi cat ion will be accomplished through

thne Painting of container ends in tnle following, colors:

(Fig. 5)

1st Battslion - Red

2nd Battalion - White

3rd Battalion - Blue

Regimental Headquarters- Unpainted

Unit desipnation within battalions will be indicated

by company'letters (."A" for Company A, etc.,) six (6)

inches wide by eight (8) inches high, painted in yellow

paint on five equally spaced portions of the container

end. (Figp. 6e).



Figure 5. lst Battalion

Figure 6. -Co.' A, 1st Battalion

Fi'gure 7. Container 1, Co. A, 1st Battalion

Figure S. Container 1, Division Ho.



cation will be accomplished through an identifying code

letter -(see below) around the center of the container.,

The letter wvill be spaced and of the same dimensions as

the letters identifying companies as just described.

(Fig. 7)

Artillery -"All

Engineer -"E"'

Signal - "S"

Defense and -Anti-Tank -D~

Quartermaster-

Military Police - "I"

Ordnance - "

Reconnaissance -"all

Medical -"1

Headquarters, Division - "H"

Content identification:

Content identification will be accomfplished through

a porearranged numerical code standarized by the division

of all containers for all companies.o Each type of con-


